ABSTRACT The flight path of the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) relay can significantly affect the performance of the wireless relay communication system. In this paper, we investigate the optimization of the UAV flight path in a wireless relay communication system, when a jamming or interference signal is present. The UAV flight path is optimized to maximize the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), and the required parameters are estimated. The simulation results show that the proposed method can achieve performance close to an ideal SINR optimization and also highlight the benefits of optimizing the SINR instead of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) when a jamming or interference signal is present.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is a remotely piloted air vehicle which has been utilized in various applications and fields. UAV can be used for surveillance, data collection, weather monitoring [1] , disaster relief [2] and search and rescue operations [3] . In these applications, particularly for disaster relief and search and rescue operations, communication devices may need to communicate with other devices that are out of range. In such a situation, UAV can be deployed as a relay to support communication.
The presence of interference or jamming signals can adversely affect the wireless communication performance of the UAV relay. Various jamming strategies are considered in [4] and the effects of jamming on different modulation schemes are studied in [5] . In the literature, there are various anti-jamming measures. Huang et al. proposed an anti-jamming scheme based on spread spectrum and orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) in [6] . Lu et al. proposed a relaying strategy based on game theory to combat smart jamming in [7] . In [8] , Lu et al. proposed a power allocation scheme based on deep reinforcement learning to resist jamming. However, these works did not utilize the high mobility of the UAV to combat jamming.
When UAV is used as relay between ground-based terminals, the flight path of the UAV has significant impact The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yan Huo.
on the performance of the wireless communication system. There are numerous works on UAV relay flight path optimization. In [9] , Han et al. optimize the UAV flight path in a mobile ad-hoc network for optimum network connectivity in terms of better quality-of-service and coverage. A technique to maintain connectivity using multiple UAVs is proposed in [10] by de Freitas et al. where the UAVs movement is adjusted according to connectivity status. Burdakov et al. considered the two-objective problem of optimum UAV positioning and minimizing the number of UAVs in [11] . Label correcting algorithms are introduced to determine a Pareto solution to the two-objective problem. In [12] , Burdakov et al. considered the problem of positioning the UAV relays in a relay chain. The trade-off between chain quality and number of relays required is highlighted. In [13] , Jiang and Swindlehurst considered the positioning of a multi-antenna UAV in a system with multiple single-antenna users. Two optimization techniques are proposed, one maximizing the lower bound of the average uplink sum rate and the other maximizing the lower bound of the minimum average single-user rate. Furthering their work in [13] , Jiang and Swindlehurst proposed an optimization algorithm to maximize the approximate ergodic sum rate of the uplink channel in [14] .
However, it can be noted that the previous works highlighted here are modeled as a single-hop communication link between the access point (AP) and UAV. A wireless relay network involving a UAV should be modeled as a dual-hop relaying [15] , [16] . In [15] , Zhan et al. investigated a system with one UAV and two obstructed APs where communication between the APs are modeled in two hops. However, no UAV path optimization is studied in [15] . Jian et al. considered a communication system where the mobile AP communicates with a fixed base station (BS) via the UAV in [16] . The wireless network is modeled as dual-hop relay network and the UAV's heading angle is optimized to maximize the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver. It can be noted that no interference or jamming signal is considered in [16] .
In this work, we consider a wireless relay network with an interference or jamming signal present. We would like to maximize both the performance of the wireless relay network and also its robustness to jamming. To this end, we utilize the mobility of the UAV relay and optimize the flight path of the UAV relay to maximize the signal-to-interference-plusnoise ratio (SINR) at the receiver. In this work, our focus is only on the optimization of the UAV flight path. Since channel estimation can first be carried out to obtain channel information whenever the UAV arrives in a new position, channel information is thus reasonably assumed to be available throughout this work. The main contributions of this work are:
1. An algorithm to optimize the flight path for the UAV relay by estimating the UAV heading angle that maximizes the SINR at the receiver.
2. A beamforming weight design for a UAV relay network that maximizes the SINR at the receiver.
3. A method to estimate the unknown jamming related parameters which are required for the optimization problem.
Extensive simulations are carried out using the MATLAB simulation software to gauge the effectiveness of the proposed method. Simulation results show that it is beneficial to maximize the SINR instead of the SNR when a jamming signal is present. The proposed method is capable of producing results very close to that of an ideal maximum SINR optimization.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The system model is introduced in Section II. The optimization of the UAV flight path planning algorithm is presented in Section III. Simulation results are presented in Section IV and finally Section V concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a wireless communication network consisting of four components which are the AP, BS, UAV and a jamming source, as shown in Fig. 1 . We consider a scenario where the AP transmits a signal to the UAV. The UAV relay amplifyand-forward the signal to the BS. There is no direct communication between the AP and the BS. The jammer transmits the jamming signals omnidirectionally, thus both the UAV and the receiver BS will receive the jamming signals. The mobile AP is equipped with N 1 antennas while the stationary BS is equipped with N 2 antennas. Similar to [16] , we consider that the UAV has single antenna due to payload limitation and it is only capable of half-duplex communication. There is also a low-rate control channel between the UAV and BS. It is assumed that this control channel employs strong error control coding and is free from jamming. This control channel is used to transmit estimated jamming parameters from the UAV to the BS and to transmit flight path control information from the BS to the UAV. Estimation of certain jamming parameters is carried out onboard the UAV while the rest of the estimation, signal processing and optimization process are carried out at the BS. In this work, localization of the jammer is assumed to be done a priori, thus the location of the jammer is considered to be known. There are several existing methods to determine the location of the jammer in the literature [17] - [19] . Reference [17] is particularly promising where the UAV can traverse a fixed path and measure the received signal strength. The location of the jammer is then determined via trilateration and an extended Kalman filter is used to improve the accuracy of the estimation.
Signal transmission is carried out in frames. Uplink transmission from AP to UAV occupies the odd-numbered frames while downlink transmission from UAV to BS occupies the even-numbered frames. Let t − 2ψ + 1, ..., t denote the time index for one complete dual-hop relaying (i.e., one uplink frame followed by one downlink frame) where ψ is the number of time slots in one frame. During the uplink transmission, the received signal in an uplink frame can be expressed as:
where:
s is the signal transmitted from the AP with E[|s(t) 2 |] = 1. s j is the unknown jamming signal with E[|s j (t) 2 |] = 1. P 1 is the transmit power of the AP, w 1 is the transmit beamforming weights vector, n 1 is a Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance σ 2 1 and P j is the unknown jammer's power. The channel for the AP-UAV link, h 1 can be expressed as:
The channel h 1 is with large scale path loss:
40914 VOLUME 7, 2019 where d 1 is the distance between the UAV and the AP, and α is the path loss exponent. Letñ 1 = 1, 2, . . . , N 1 , g 1,ñ 1 is the flat-fading Rician transmit channel gain:
where κ is the Rician factor, g 1,ñ 1 ,LOS is the line-of-sight (LOS) channel component and g 1,ñ 1 ,NLOS is the non-line-ofsight (NLOS) channel component. The flat-fading jammer's channel for the jammer-UAV link, h j,1 , with large scale path loss is:
where d j,1 is the distance between the UAV and the jammer. g j,1 is the Rician jammer's channel gain:
where g j,1,LOS and g j,1,NLOS are the respective LOS and NLOS jammer's channel components. Next, during the downlink transmission, the UAV amplifies the signal and forward it to the BS. Receive beamforming is used at the BS. The normalizing gain G is set as:
The gain G will ideally normalize the power of the signal received at the UAV to 1. This is then followed by amplification of the signal power to P 2 before transmission to the BS. The signal arriving in single frame at the BS before receive beamforming is:
where:ỹ
After receive beamforming, the signal obtained is:
where w 2 is the receive beamforming weights vector and n 2 is a Gaussian noise satisfying E n 2 [n 2 (t)n H 2 (t)] = σ 2 2 I with I being an identity matrix. The channel for the UAV-BS link, h 2 , can be expressed as:
The channel h 2 is with large scale path loss:
where d 2 is the distance between the UAV and the BS. Let n 2 = 1, 2, . . . , N 2 , g 2,ñ 2 is the flat-fading Rician receive channel gain:
where g 2,ñ 2 ,LOS and g 2,ñ 2 ,NLOS are the respective LOS and NLOS channel components. The jammer's channel for the jammer-BS link, h j,2 , can be expressed as:
The channel h j,2 is with large scale path loss:
,ñ 2 is the flat-fading Rayleigh jammer's channel gain and d j,2 is the distance between the BS and the jammer. Next, we consider the instantaneous SINR at the BS. Assuming the individual terms in (2) and (12) are uncorrelated with each other, the power of the data signal components is obtained as:
The power of the jamming signal and noise is:
Let:
Using (9), the following SINR expression can be obtained:
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, the optimization of the UAV flight path is presented. The beamforming weights are designed to maximize the SINR at the respective receivers. Besides that, the average SINR expression is derived. Then, the estimation of the best UAV flight path is explored and the required jamming related parameters are estimated to assist with the optimization problem. Next, the computational complexity of the proposed method is analyzed. A minimum mean-square error equalizer is also derived for performance evaluation. Finally, impact of jammer's location error on the proposed method is discussed.
A. DERIVATION OF BEAMFORMING WEIGHTS
The beamforming weight w 1 is designed to maximize the SINR at the UAV, which is:
Consider the following optimization problem:
Let w H 1 (t)w 1 (t) = 1, the optimization problem in (26) is thus similar to that in [16] . The optimum w 1 is obtained as:
Next, the beamforming weight w 2 is designed to maximize the SINR at the BS, given in (24). We consider the following equivalent optimization problem:
The optimization problem of w 2 can be further simplified as:
Using the method of Lagrange multipliers, let w H 2 (t)g 2 (t) = c. The optimization problem can now be expressed as:
The Lagrange function is:
where λ is the Lagrange multiplier. Minimizing the Lagrange function, w 2 can be obtained as:
Next, consider the constraint w H 2 (t)g 2 (t) = c. λ can be obtained as:
Substituting (33) into (32), finally we obtain:
.
We set c as:
This is to ensure that when there are no jammer present, w 2 will be equal to the beamforming design that maximizes SNR used in [16] . Let:
(34) can now be written in compact form as:
Since the jamming signal's power and channel components are unavailable, needs to be estimated.
B. DERIVATION OF AVERAGE SINR
It can be noted that:
and:
The instantaneous SINR expression in (24) can be simplified to:
Taking the expectation of (40) with respect to the channel components:
where an approximation based on Taylor expansion similar to that in [16] is made. Let: The average SINR in (41) can now be simplified as:
It can be noted that the use of the average SINR is considered instead of the instantaneous SINR for the optimization process. The average SINR is less reliant on instantaneous channel gain values sinceγ 1 andγ 2 are constants.
C. UAV FLIGHT PATH PLANNING
The goal in UAV path planning is to find the flight path that maximizes (46). We would like to compute the best UAV heading angle that will lead to the maximum estimated SINR at the next destination. The UAV heading angle is repeatedly updated at the end of each downlink frame. Consider a scenario where the current time slot is t. In order to maximize (46) at time slot t + 2ψ, the optimization problem can be defined as:
where:γ
δ is the UAV heading angle and δ max is the maximum UAV turning angle. The distance terms, d 2α 1 , d 2α 2 and d 2α j,1 , can be expressed in terms of the UAV heading angle [16] . Let the three-dimensional coordinates of the UAV, AP, BS and jammer be denoted by (x UAV , y UAV , h), (x 1 , y 1 , 0), (x 2 , y 2 , 0) and (x 3 , y 3 , 0) respectively. Let d 2α j,1 = d 2α 3 , t 1 = t + ψ, t 2 = t + 2ψ and t 3 = t + ψ. For i = 1, 2, 3, the distance terms can be approximated as:
v represents the UAV velocity, a UAV represents the UAV acceleration and t = 2ψ represents the time interval between UAV's heading angle update. Note that the tan −1 (•) operation will return an angle between −π/2 and π/2. Since the heading angle is repeatedly updated at the end of downlink frame, the UAV heading angle is the same throughout a single pair of uplink and downlink frame, i.e. δ(t + ψ) = δ(t + 2ψ). The optimization problem can thus be expressed as in (51), as shown at the bottom of this page. It can be noted that the unknown jamming related parameters,γ g j,1 andγ 2 (t + 2ψ), are required for the optimization in (51). The estimation of these parameters is explored in the following subsection. Due to the difficulty to determine a closed form solution for the optimization problem in (51), an optimization technique will be required to determine the best heading angle. We consider the use of a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. PSO is an iterative stochastic algorithm where a set of possible solutions (particles) is moved throughout the search space to determine the optimum solution [20] .
In our application of PSO, each particle represents a potential UAV heading angle. The particles are initialized by generating N pso random values within the boundaries of δ low < x i ≤ δ high , where x i represents the i-th particle, δ low = δ(t) − δ max and δ high = δ(t) + δ max . Random particle velocities are first assigned to each particle. The PSO algorithm iteratively compute the fitness value for each particle based on (51) and update the particles and their corresponding velocities. In each iteration, the particle velocity, v part,i , is updated according to:
where W in is the inertia weight, W p and W g are the acceleration constants. pbest refers to the personal best value for each individual particle, while gbest refers to global best value amongst all particles. r p and r g are uniformly distributed random variables between 0 and 1. Subsequently, the particles are updated according to:
The iteration will be repeated until the termination criteria is met. The estimated UAV heading angle is given by the final value of gbest. The PSO algorithm is summarized in Table 1 .
In this work, we use the 'particleswarm' function in the MATLAB simulation software for the optimization of (51) with default settings. It can be noted that the algorithm presented is for a scenario with a single jammer. For the cases of multiple jammers, the algorithm can be derived by following similar steps to the ones presented in this paper.
D. ESTIMATION OF JAMMING PARAMETERS
In this sub-section, G, ,γ g j,1 andγ j,2 are estimated to facilitate the optimization of the SINR in (51). In the uplink frame, the AP will transmit data signal to the UAV. Then in the downlink frame, the signal is amplified and forwarded from the UAV to the BS. Noise and jamming signals are always present. G andγ g j,1 are estimated based on the uplink frame while andγ j,2 are estimated based on the downlink frame. During the estimation process, andγ j,2 are treated as constants within the duration of a complete transmission from AP to BS (i.e. two frames). For the initialization of the relay gain G,γ g j,1 needs to be estimated at the UAV. Consider the uplink. Referring to (2), it can be noted that:
E y r y * r (t)y r (t)
E y r y * r (t)y r (t) can be estimated as:
where k represents the sample number. Thus, the estimatedγ g j,1 is:
With the estimatedγ g j,1 , the relay gain is then set as:
Next, consider the downlink. The UAV forwards the signal to the BS. For the implementation of receive beamforming at the BS, needs to be estimated. Referring to (11) , it can be noted that:
can be estimated as:
Thus, an estimate of is obtained as:
Hence, w 2 can now be set as:
Next,γ j,2 can be estimated using the received signal at the BS after receive beamforming. Referring to (12) , it can be noted that:
is estimated as:
Finally, an estimate ofγ j,2 (t) is obtained as:
It can be noted that for the optimization of (51),γ j,2 (t + 2ψ) is required. Hence, the method based on first-order Taylor expansion in [21] is used to predictγ j,2 (t + 2ψ). N pred previous estimates ofγ j,2 is utilized to make the prediction. Let:
The N pred previous estimates are stored:
Let β 0 =γ j,2 (t 0 ) and β 1 = ∂γ j,2 (t 0 )/∂t. The predicted γ j,2 (t + 2ψ) can be obtained via:
In order to determine β 1 and β 0 , the following set of equations are solved: VOLUME 7, 2019 β 0
Finally, β 0 and β 1 are obtained as:
Substitutingβ 0 andβ 1 into (67),γ j,2 (t +2ψ) can be obtained. Note that G andγ g j,1 are estimated onboard the UAV relay. This information is then conveyed to the BS through the low-rate control channel. At the BS, andγ j,2 (t + 2ψ) are estimated. Then, optimization of the UAV flight path to maximize SINR is carried out using the PSO algorithm. Next, the UAV heading angle obtained via the PSO algorithm is forwarded to the UAV relay via the low-rate control channel to allow the UAV relay to change its flight path.
E. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
In this section, the computational complexity of the proposed method is analyzed. The computational complexity is evaluated for the steps involved in the estimation of the jamming parameters and also the PSO algorithm used for optimization. For the estimation ofγ g j, 1 and G, the number of complex mathematical operations required are:
• (55) requires 3ψ.
• (56) requires (2N 1 + 3)ψ + 4ψ + 4.
• (57) requires 2N 1 + 11. The total number of operations is (2N 1 + 3)ψ + 7ψ + 2 N 1 + 15. In Big-O notation, the complexity is O (N 1 ψ) . These operations are carried out at the UAV relay. Next, for the estimation of theγ j,2 (t + 2ψ) at the BS, the number of complex mathematical operations required are:
• (63) requires 3ψ.
• (64) requires (2N 2 + 3)ψ + ψ + 2.
• (67) requires 3.
• (70) requires 11 N pred + 1.
• (71) requires 3 N pred + 1. The total number of operations is (2N 2 + 3)ψ + 4ψ + 14 N pred + 7. In Big-O notation, the complexity is O (N 2 ψ) . As for the evaluation of the objective function in (51), N obj = 36 complex mathematical operations are required. Next, for the PSO algorithm in Table 1 , let N ite represent the number of iterations in the PSO algorithm. The number of complex mathematical operations required are:
• Initialization (Line 2 of Table 1 ) requires 2 N pso .
• Computation of the objective function within the PSO iteration (Line 5) requires N obj N pso N ite .
• Updating pbest and gbest (Line 6 to 11) can be done via sorting. Total computational complexity is equal to a two dimensional sorting, i.e. sort to find pbest for each particle, then sort to find gbest. This requires (N ite log N ite )N pso + N pso log N pso if quicksort is used.
• Updating the particles and the velocities (Line 14) requires 10 N pso . The total complex mathematical operations for the PSO algorithm is 12 N pso + N obj N pso N ite + (N ite log N ite )N pso + N pso log N pso . The complexity of the PSO algorithm depends on N ite and N pso . For our application of the PSO algorithm in Section IV using the default PSO algorithm in the simulation software MATLAB, N ite is 21 and N pso is 10. Hence, the complexity in Big-O notation is O (N obj N pso N ite ) .
F. MINIMUM MEAN-SQUARE-ERROR EQUALIZER FOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
For performance evaluation, we evaluate the bit-error-rate (BER) corresponding to the proposed UAV flight path optimization algorithm. To this end, an equalizer is used to recover the transmitted signal. Two popular equalizers are the zero-forcing (ZF) equalizer and the minimum mean-squareerror (MMSE) equalizer. The ZF equalizer is designed by considering a linear relationship between the received signal and the transmitted signal. The beamforming weights are then obtained by inversing the coefficient of the transmitted signal. On the other hand the MMSE equalizer is designed to minimize the equalization error. Since the MMSE equalizer has an advantage over the ZF equalizer even in high SNR range [22] , we consider the use of the MMSE equalizer for our application. In this section, the MMSE equalizer for our application is derived. The transmitted signal s(t) can be recovered as:ŝ
where D is the equalizer's coefficient. The equalization error is defined as:
For a MMSE equalizer, D is designed to minimize the equalization error E s,s j e 2 (t) . Computing the partial derivative of the mean square error and setting the partial derivative to zero, we obtain:
E s,s j s * (t − ψ)y d (t) can be obtained as:
whereγ j,2 (t) is obtained from (64).
G. IMPACT OF JAMMER'S LOCATION ERROR
The jammer's location is required for our proposed method. In this subsection, the impact of jammer's location error on the proposed method is analyzed. If a jammer location error is present, (51) and (57) are affected. Let the jammer's location coordinates error be denoted as j x and j y respectively. Consider the term
. This term can be seen as an average of a set of distance values at different consecutive time samples. For (57), the termγ g j,1 /d 2α j,1 (t − ψ) is proportional to the following quotient:
If ψ is small, the average of the distance terms in the numerator of (77) is close to the distance term in the denominator:
The location coordinates error j x and j y will lead to an error e j in the distance terms:
If ψ is small and the error e j is also small, the numerator and denominator in (79) are also close to each other:
Hence, if ψ and e j are small, the quotient in (77) and(79) are both approximately equal to 1. This indicates that the impact of the jamming location error is minimal. However, if ψ is large, the approximation in (78) and (80) are no longer accurate. The quotient in (77) and (79) are distorted and they are not equal to each other. Therefore, there is a larger impact of the jamming location error if ψ is large. For (51), note that the term a α
Thus, a similar analysis to the one in (77) applies, where the impact of the jammer's location error is minimum if ψ is small. Based on the simulation carried out in Section IV, the optimal ψ for our application is 200.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, simulation is carried out using MATLAB software to evaluate the performance of the proposed method and simulation results are presented here. We consider a communication system described in Section II. The location of the BS and the jammer are (3000, 500, 0) and (1500, 500, 0) respectively. The initial UAV position is (500, 0, 350). The UAV is assumed to be flying at a fixed altitude of h = 350 m and a fixed velocity of v = 40 m/s. The number of antennas at the AP is N 1 = 4, the number of antennas at the BS is N 2 = 4, the UAV maximum heading angle is δ max = 10 • and the path loss exponent is set as α = 1 [16] . In this simulation, the SNR is set to 70 dB for both links i.e. P 1 /σ 2 1 = 70 dB and P 2 /σ 2 2 = 70 dB. The transmit power at the AP and UAV are P 1 = 80 W and P 2 = 80 W respectively. The transmitted signal from the AP is a BPSK modulated signal. For the simulated channels, the Rice factor is κ = 3 dB and Doppler frequency is f d = 0.2667 dB. Simulations are carried out for 600 seconds. A single downlink or uplink frame consists of ψ = 200 time samples. N pred is set to 20. The UAV's heading angle is updated after every downlink-uplink pair, t = 400 ms. For all simulations in this section, the following parameters are assumed to be known at all times:
and the respective location of the AP, UAV, BS and jammer.
The performance of our method is compared with the maximum SNR optimization method in [16] and an ideal SINR optimization method. For the maximum SNR optimization method [16] , the presence of the jamming signal is ignored in its optimization algorithm. For the ideal SINR optimization method, all information is assumed to be available for the optimization process including knowledge of future channel gains. We label this method as the ''Genie-Aided'' method and its performance serves as a benchmark for performance comparison purposes. Besides that, we also evaluate the performance of our proposed method when there is an error in the estimated jammer's location. In our simulations, j is considered as a normally distributed random variable with zero mean and variance σ 2 j . For our simulation, σ 2 j is set at 60 dB. The performance of the proposed method with jammer's location error is evaluated at different ψ values. In the following simulation plots, the proposed method is labeled as ''Proposed Method'' while the method in [16] is labeled as ''Maximize SNR [16] ''. The proposed method with jammer's location error is labeled as ''Maximize SINR with location error'' together with the respective ψ.
Simulation is carried out to investigate the flight path of the UAV at a jamming power of 80 W. Firstly, an immobile AP is considered where AP is located at (500,500,0). Starting from the initial position at (500, 0, 350), the UAV flies according to the estimated heading angle obtained through the respective optimization algorithms. Fig. 3 shows the flight path of the UAV for the first 100 s. The plot is limited to the first 100 s to display the UAV flight path clearer. For the method in [16] , by optimizing the SNR and ignoring the jammer, the UAV will attempt to position itself at equal distance between the AP and BS. This results in the UAV flying towards a location which happens to be close to the jammer. On the other hand, the UAV flies to an area between the jammer and AP for the proposed method and the genie-aided method. The area where the UAV flies to is close to each other for both the proposed and genie-aided method. Besides that, the area that covers the possible erroneous jammer's location is highlighted as the gray-colored area in Fig. 3 . With a confidence interval of 95 %, the radius of the circular area can be computed as 1.96σ j / N j where N j is the number of different erroneous Next, simulation is carried out with a mobile AP. The initial position of the AP is (700, 500, 0) and the AP moves in a circular motion with the center of the circle being (500, 500, 0). The AP moves at a velocity of about 25 m/s. The UAV flies from the initial position at (500, 0, 350). Over time, the optimization stabilize and the UAV flight path will converge to be within a specific area. Fig. 4 shows the area where the UAV flight path converge to. For the method in [16] , the UAV flight path converges to the area highlighted in green in Fig. 4 , which is approximately equal distance between the mobile AP and BS. This observation is similar to that in Fig. 3 . The UAV flight path for the proposed method and the genie-aided method converges to the area between the jammer and the moving AP as in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 4 , the area corresponding to the proposed method is highlighted in blue while the area corresponding to the genie-aided method is highlighted in yellow. It can be observed that the UAV flight path for the genie-aided method converges to a smaller area compared to that of the proposed method. Since the genie-aided method has all jamming signal information available to it, its SINR optimization has higher accuracy compared to the proposed method, which leads to a more precise flight path. Next, simulation is carried to investigate the average instantaneous SINR and BER at the BS. Fig. 5 depicts the plot of the average instantaneous SINR against increasing jamming-to-transmit power ratio, P j /P 2 . The average instantaneous SINR is obtained by averaging γ over all time samples. P j is varied from 0 W to 100 W while P 2 is fixed at 80 W. It can be seen that the SINR of all methods decrease as the jamming-to-transmit power ratio increases. Since the transmit power and noise power remain the same, increasing the jamming power will increase the jamming-to-transmit power ratio and degrade the communication leading to reduced SINR. The proposed method is observed to have substantially higher SINR compared to that of the method in [16] , especially at higher jamming-to-transmit power ratio. The genie-aided method has the highest average instantaneous SINR of all the methods at all jamming-to-transmit power ratio. The SINR of the proposed method is observed to be close to that of the genie-aided method, despite the proposed method not having any knowledge of the jamming signals. Besides that, the performance of the proposed method with and without jammer's location error is compared. Note that the proposed method without jammer's location error is using ψ = 200 while the one with jammer's location error is evaluated for ψ of 200, 500 and 800. For the proposed method with jammer's location error and ψ = 200, it can be observed that the performance with the location error is only slightly worse compared to the one without location error. On the other hand, the proposed method with location error at larger ψ of 500 and 800 both performed poorly compared to the proposed method without location error. The method with location error corresponding to ψ = 800 has lower instantaneous SINR than the one with ψ = 500. These observations are consistent with the discussion in Section III-F. 6 shows the average BER plot against increasing jamming-to-transmit power ratio. The recovered signal from (72) is compared with the transmitted signal to determine the BER. The average BER is computed by averaging the BER over all time samples. It can be observed from Fig. 6 that the average BER for all methods increase when the jamming-to-transmit power ratio increases. Larger jammingto-transmit power ratio will lead to more erroneous transmissions and thus higher BER. The existing method in [16] has the worst performance with the highest average BER among all methods. The genie-aided method has the lowest average BER of all the methods. The proposed method's BER is observed to be close to the genie-aided's method BER. Next, the BER performance of the proposed method with and without jammer's location error is compared. The BER of the proposed method with location error and ψ = 200 is very close to the proposed method without location error. The BER of the proposed method with location error for ψ = 500 and ψ = 800 are observed to be much higher than the BER of the proposed method without location error. The one corresponding to ψ = 800 has higher BER than the one corresponding to ψ = 500. The BER performance observed here is consistent to the observations in Fig. 5 .
In order to determine the optimal setting for ψ, the BER performance of the proposed method with jammer's location error is evaluated at different values of ψ. σ 2 j of 30 dB and 60 dB are considered for the jammer's location error. The jamming-to-transmit power ratio is set to 0.8. Fig. 7 depicts the BER performance of the proposed method with known jammer's location and with jammer's location error for ψ from 30 to 400. It can be seen that BER performance for all three methods considered is lowest at ψ = 200, indicating that 200 is the optimal value of ψ. Besides that, it can be observed that the BER performance for the proposed method with location error σ 2 j = 30 dB is closer to the proposed method with known jammer's location error. On the other hand, the proposed method with location error σ 2 j = 60 dB has higher BER compared to the other two methods. The outage probability refers to the probability of the instantaneous SINR falling below a particular threshold SINR, γ th :
In this simulation, we evaluate the outage probability of the proposed method with the outage threshold set as γ th = 5 dB. The average outage probability is obtained by repeating 40 Monte Carlo simulations at a particular jamming-totransmit power ratio and averaging the outage probability over all time slots. Fig. 8 shows the average outage probability for the three methods at different jamming-to-transmit power ratio. It can be observed that the genie-aided method has the lowest outage probability of all the methods. The proposed method has a lower average outage probability compared to the method in [16] . The outage probability for all methods increases as the jamming-to-transmit power ratio increases. The SINR decreases as the jamming-to-transmit power ratio increases, which leads to a higher probability that the instantaneous SINR will fall below the threshold γ th . As a summary, the simulation results obtained in this section show that it is beneficial to optimize the SINR instead of the SNR when planning the flight path of the UAV if an interference or jamming signal is present. The ideal genie-aided search method serves as a benchmark for the best performance attainable when optimizing the SINR with all required information available. The proposed method is capable of achieving performance close to the optimal performance of the genie-aided method. Besides that, it is shown that the impact of jammer's location error is not significant for the optimal setting ψ = 200.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have proposed a UAV flight path optimization algorithm that is based on maximizing the average SINR at the receiver. A receive beamformer designed to maximize SINR is also utilized in the proposed algorithm. Knowledge of jammer's location is required. The required parameters to optimize the SINR are estimated to facilitate the optimization process. Possible future works/extensions are to consider the path planning of multiple UAVs such that full duplex communication can be carried out and also to consider joint optimization of UAV flight path and power consumption.
